Class Descriptions
4TH-8TH GRADE
TYPE

CLASS

PERFORMING ARTS
VISUAL ARTS

TEACHER

DESCRIPTION

ANDREA MOREY

MIME & DRAMA is telling a story theatrically
without using words! You’ll explore ways to
illustrate Jesus’ messages via performance.

DANCE I

CHLOE CURTON

Did you know King David DANCED before the
Lord? He did, and you can too! Learn the basics
of dance through worship songs.

DANCE II

CHLOE CURTON

For experienced dancers, this class combines jazz,
ballet, and modern dance styles.

PERCUSSION

TOBY FILIP

MIME & DRAMA

Rhythm! Explore different drumming patterns
using hands, feet, drum sticks, and more! No
instrumental experience necessary.
Become part of the worship team! For both
musicians familiar with instruments and vocal
music, and those who are new to performing
music. If you play an instrument, feel free to bring
it with you to Summer Arts!

PRAISE TEAM

AMANDA NAUERT

WOOD WORKING &
CARPENTRY

DANNY SANDERS &

PAINTING

CINDY WALLACE

Learn painting techniques of mediums like
watercolor, acrylic and dye.

BATIK

CINDY WALLACE

Originating in Indonesia, Batik is a Wax-resisting
fabric dyeing process used to create designs in
fabric.

BIBLE JOURNALING

WARREN TAYLOR

CHELSEA GILES

& SCRIPTURE ART
MIXED MEDIA

CULINARY

4th through 8th graders will choose from a variety of classes upon registration
(K-3 will not). Below are the classes they can choose from.

Carpentry is a timeless craft! Learn from
experienced craftsmen and create wooden
masterpieces using tools and machines.

Who ever said you can’t draw in a bible? Enhance
your knowledge of scripture with mixed mediums!

Inspired by Pinterest projects, Mixed Media
CASSANDRA MCDONALD incorporates many different materials and
mediums to create masterpieces.

WEAVING

ANDREA MOREY

Learn new weaving techniques in this modern
twist on an old classic of needlework!

CAKE DECORATING

TAYLOR SOUCY

Baking, cooking, and decorating to name a few!

Class Descriptions
TYPE

CLASS

TEACHER

PERFORMING ARTS

PRAISE IN MOTION

AIMEE DOWGAR

Combining dance, music, and sign language in a
joyful performance for K-3 graders

VISUAL ARTS

Kindergarten through 3rd grade get a miniature version of Summer Arts and
their classes will be scheduled without selections made upon registrations.

STEAM JR.

BRITTANY FERREL

STEAM stands for SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,
ENGINEERING, ART, MATH. Design and construct
your own masterpieces using recyclable materials.
For K-3

CULINARY

K-3RD GRADE

DESCRIPTION

CULLINARY ART AND
CRAFT STATIONS

AMY HYATT

Create edible masterpieces in this ageappropriate spin on Culinary Art! For K-3

